
A profound psychological drama 
that deals with the consequences of unresolved traumas. 

The film focuses on the unconscious journeys 
of the characters and the distortion of reality 

that the mind created to hide the uncomfortable.
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Synopsis

Confused and shocked, Jay has no idea how he came to be on his knees in the front yard of 
his house holding a gun to his head. There is a dead body on the floor inside his apartment 
and the police are gathering. One of them calls out his name.  
Jay turns around but instead of seeing Detective Suarez he sees his sister, who died 6 months 
earlier. In his mind, Jay has twisted reality to such an extent that he cannot understand what 
has brought him to this moment. It wil l take the insight of Dr. Rivers, the psychologist who 
treated Jay’s sister, to unravel the trauma and find out what happened in that room. 
Under Dr. Rivers’ bidding, Detective Suarez plays along with Jay’s delusion pretending to be 
Jay’s sister Judie, in an attempt to create a connection to the unconscious part of his mind. 
Once there she wil l discover the dark secrets of his family that lay buried in his unconscious 
memory.



Trailer

Watch 
the Trailer
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Credits

Writer, Director and Producer: MARCO BAZZI

Executive Producers: ALESSANDRO ARENA and MARCO BAZZI

Cinematographer and Editor: MARCO BAZZI

Original score and sound mix: THOMAS ROSS JOHANSEN
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Main Cast

RAPHAEL DUBOIS as Jay Laks

SANDY MOELLING as Judie Laks

MARK VIDANO as Dr. Rivers

GLADISE JIMENEZ as Detective Suarez

HELEN UDY as Jennifer Laks

ERIC NEWCOMBE as Sean

JULIA JAMES as Young Judie

COLT CARVILLE as Young Jay

https://vimeo.com/521624475


Marco Bazzi
Writer / Director

Marco Bazzi is an Italian writer and fi lm director based in 
LA. He published two books and documentaries in Italy with 
Edizioni Curci.
He lived 8 years in Barcelona where in 2015 he shot the award 
winning web series “This New World”.
In 2017 he moved to Los Angeles where he fi lmed the docu-
mentary “Crucifixion Quake”. 
Since 2018 works as a director for the Emmy award winning 
Swedish Tv Show Allt för Sverige.
In 2021 he wrote, directed and produced his first feature fi lm 
“Reflections of a Broken Memory”

CONTACT:
Phone: +1 (626)2653592
Email: info@marcobazzi.com
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